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Historical Background

The very early historical philosophers, most certainly the early authors,

poets, and dramatists, recognized the fact that human beings communicate with

each other in a way that is not verbal. That is, we can sense other peoples'

intentions; we can sense their feelings; we can understand what their desires

are without being told in words.

It remained until about 1920 that this kind of intelligence was given a

name, Thorndike was speaking to teachers at the time, trying to help the

teachers to understand the many different varieties of thinking skills that

they could teach to their students. lie stated that, on one hand, we have con-

crete intellegencehow to manipulate things, to know about things. In another

way, we have abstract intelligence -- knowledge of words or numbers. But

Thorndike was not satisfied that the two types of intelligence exhausted all

the ways that one could conceive of intelligence, so he added another concept

which he called "social intelligence,"

For some time, however, nothing much was dc'ne scientifically about social

intelligence. There was, of course, an early test of social intelligence

called the George Washington Test of Social Intelligence. Psychologists and

educators demonstrated on many occasions that the attempts to measure social

intelligence by the George Washington scale were not effective: the test

scores correlated far too highly with scores of verbal tests or with scores

of numerical tests.

Theoretical Inclusion in the SI Model

When Guilford formulated the structure of intellect model between 1956

and 1960 (Guilford, 1959), he already had three types of intelligence of

which he was quite confident: figural, symbolic, and semantic. At that time,



he and many other psychologists had demonstrated many of the factors comprising

these types of intelligence. For example, Thurstone, Spearman, and Vernon had

demonstrated verbal factors and number factors. But Guilford went out on a

limb and included in his model of intelligence a whole new dimension which he

called social intelligence or behavioral intelligence. Guilford's model of

intelligence hypothesized thirty separate and distinct abilities all having to

do with social intelligence. The model specifies five operations (what you

can do with behavioral information or how you process it) and six products

(the results or the kind of thinking element that goes on in the intellect).

Figure 1 illustrates the behavioral "slice" of Guilford's Structure-of-Intel-

lect Model.

Breadth and Nature of Social Intelligence

We should make a clear distinction about what Guilford had in mind when

he talked about social intelligence. This distinction will arise again and

again in our discussion. Guilford's model is concerned with intellectual

skills or cognitive skills, so we must differentiate these cognitive skills

or aptitudes from other things. What other things could one confuse with

cognitive skills?

One thing that could be confused is affect or personality traits. That

is; what I know, what I sense you are communicating to me, must be quite dif-

ferent from the affect that I impose upon that communication. We are not con-

cerned with whether I am friendly to you or hostile to you or whether I am

shy or whether I am neurytic or psychotic. Instead, we are concerned with how

my intellect processes the behavioral information that you communicate to me

and that I communicate to you.

We also must avoid confusion with another element that is commonly asso-

ciated with social intelligence, and that I call knowledge. We all have certain
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social knowledge, the "Emily Post" type OF knowledge. One can demonstrate

social skills by how one behaves. If one drinks coffee, does one lift the

saucer? Where does one put one's fork? Does one stand when a lady enters

the room? Does he offer his hand to a lady? Such "cultured" behaviors ex-

emplify a type of formally learned social knowledge, but it is not social

intelligence as defined by Guilford's model, because those skills can be

transmitted purely verbally. I suspect that is how most of us learn such

skills. We are told :.ghat whenba.lady enters a room, a gentleman stands

for her. When your professor enters the room, perhaps, you stand for him.

You show respect, but it is not behavioral; it is verbal and formal. You

have formally learned it. You've been told to do it.

Another type of social knowledge is stereotypic group knowledge. One

might know certain things about groups of people (usually we know wrong

things about people when we know stereotypes)- If I were to say to you

"gypsy," you might have an image based upon your knowledge of what gypsies

are. They are wild; they're great lovers perhaps; they cheat; they steal

(at least in America that's what we "know" about gypsies). But this may

or may not be true--it is a stereotype. Guilford's model does not address

stereotype knowledge either. It is not behavioral knowledge; it is, once

again, verbal knowledge. While I may never have met a gypsy, I have cer-

tain verbal knowledge about them,

The Measurement of Social Intelligence

Given the limitations above, the problems that had to be solved at the

University of Southern California were concerned with how to measure apti-

tudes of behavioral perception and production. Purely for the purposes of

conserving time and money, we adopted paper-and-pencil tests for our nleasure-

ment strategy. Any other kind of test employed for factor analytic purposes,



where one needs to have about 200 examinees (any kind of ..riterpersonal inter-

action observation schedule or videotape interaction reccrd or social' inter-

action that must be done person-to-person), would be far too expensive, first

to administer Ind second to score. So it was decided instead to use paper-and-

pencil tests. Sample items of many tests appear as an appendix to this paper.

The Nature of the Paper-and-Pencil Tests

There are several problems associated with the effective use of paper-

and-pencil tests, however. The greatest problem revolves around the situations

or contexts in which behavior occurs. What I mean is that the same behavior

in different situations means different things. If I were to raise my hand

to you now, it would mean something quite different than if I were very angry

with you, pushed you against the table and raised my hand to you. The differ-

ent situation has made the behavioral expression of raising my hand mean some-

thing quite differ-cut. With paper-and-pencil tests, one cannot take the time

to tell what the situation is, That is, one cannot say "here is a picture of

a man with his hand raised" and then explain what has happened so that the ex-

aminee knows the situation. Instead, we developed tests which we would call

"situation free." When one attempts to develop a test that is situation free,

one begins to lose much of what is important in social stimulation because the

situation does have a very strong determining effect upon what one perceives.

We instead decided to employ what we would call "stereotypic behavior of

individual others." We began looking for types of behavior that are common

to most people in the culture, so that if any person exhibits the behavior, it

would be understood in the culture. If you were to see my face twisted in ex-

treme anger, whether it is a picture, or whether it is in a movie, or almost

anywhere you might see my face that way, you would understand that I was very

angry; I was in a rage at something that perhaps you had said or that had
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happened. But it is stereotypic behavior you would understand. (We will

see shortly whether or not such stereotypic behavior is culturally deter-

mined.)

The stimuli that were used in the behavioral. tests were printed on

paper and were of a number of diiierent types. For example, many of the

Stimuli are photographs of people. We deliberately set up the behavioral

situations that were supervised by a movie director from Hollywood, The

movie director took many pictures of many people under very carefully

staged situations to get stereotypic emotional expressions. We also had

artists who drew facial expressions, postures, parts of bodies, silhouettes.

We also used cartoons. We realized, of course, that many cartoons

that one sees in the newspapers are very behavioral, Most cartoons happen

to be verbal. The joke, the humor in a cartoon, is of a verbal sort. But

many are very behavioral. One laughs at them because he understands that

this is the way that he sometimes behaves or this is the way tLdt someone

that he knows frequently behaves. We also attempted to use tape recordings

of vocal stimuli. The vocal stimuli were of the way one speaks a particular

expression. For example, we might present the stimuli (sentence) two times.

Although it is the same sentence, I am sure that you will understand the dif-

ference. First: "You have to go now?" Second: "You have to go now." In

the first instance, I am very hurt that you're about to leave me so early.

But not so in the second instance, In the second instance, I am telling you

to go. So the way I raise or lower my voice also has behavioral information

which is added over and above the semantic meaning of the same words that I

have used.

We attempted to have one of each kind of test for each behavioral factor

predicted by the SI Model, We were very concerned in our experimental design
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that we should not have a factor which would be essentially a photograph fac-

tor, a cartoon factor, a silhouette factor, or a vocal tape-recorded factor.

Therefore, we counter-balanced the stimuli over hypothesized factors in an at-

tempt to meet a good experimental design.

The types of responses that examinees w.re to produce were also important

to us. We generally limited the types of responses to marking on an answer

sheet or to writing a response on the paper with a pencil or with a pen (there

were few exceptions to this case).

The problem, of course, occurs that when one is engaging in social intel-

ligence which, keep in mind, is situation free, one is dealing with stereo-

typic information; it is stereotyped by the culture and maybe by many other

cultures. The problem arises of how to score the answers--how do we know

which answer is the correct one. We cannot do what we would do with any other

type of test. If I were to ask you to write a verbal comprehension test, a

vocabulary test, it might present a key word with four other words. You could

tell me which word was correct. If I didn't believe you, you could take me to

a dictionary, open it to the correct page and say: "Look. Here it is. This

is correct." If I still seriously resist, I think perhaps you would consider

institutionalizing me, because something is wrong with me if I don't at least

partially agree with the standard meaning of the word.

Likewise, if I were to create a test of spatial ability, one of visualiz-

ing the rotation of blocks, I would give you a picture of one block among four

others, and say, "Mark one of the four blocks that is the same as the given

block." If I then say that the answer is this one and you say, no, it is not,

I could take a piece of wood, saw off the block, turn it for you, and show you

that it is the correct response. And I could prove (or at least convincingly

demonstrate) to you that it is correct. In both cases, for a verbal test and

7



for a spatial test, we have what we call criteria for correctness, an ultimate

criterion to which (almost) everyone agrees. Everyone accepts what they see,

and most everyone believes dictionaries.

When we consider social intelligence, however, there is a great deal of

disagreement on the criteria for correctness. If I were to present to you a

test item with a given face and four alternative faces, and I said that one

is the correct face, you coAd disagree. Then if you said to me, "Prove to

me that this is the correct face," I have no dictionary, I have no piece of

wood to show you that it is corrct. So how do I demonstrate that I have a

correct answer? The ways that the project used to find the correct answers

depended very closely on the idea of cultural stereotype of the stimuli pre-

sented. If there is a cultural stereotype, then the majority of people with-

in that culture will respond similarly to the same stimuli. %e would say

there is a "consensual correctness."

And that is precisely how we went about scoring all of our tests. We

developed the tests, we pretested them, and we looked at the responses. We

did item analyses of every item and every alternative to find out whether

the alternative that we thought was correct was the alternative that most

of the examinees chose. We went further, of course, to "is that the

alternative that most of the high scoring examinees selected?" If so, then

we were quite happy with the item. If people did not select the alternative

that we thought was correct, then one of two possibilities ensued.

We, of course, had to look at the item to see what went wrong. If you've

ever developed a test, or done an item analysis, you know what generally hap-

pens when you look at the results of an item analysis. You look at the re-

sults and say, "Oh, of course, why didn't I see that in the beginning, how

dumb I am." Then you change the item. But sometimes we didn't see what was



"dumb," and we attempted those items again. Unfortunately, if we still didn't

understand what was going wrong with the item, we just discarded it and didn't

look at it anymore.

At this point, we might look briefly at the notion of "pan-culturalism"

of the responses to our social intelligence tests. The question posed by pan-

culturalism is whether the stimuli, the facial expressions that we had used or

the body expressions, are stereotypic for a given culture or society at a given

time, or whether they are appropriate for all societies at all times. There

are many psychologists, and there are many theories, that propose that behav-

ioral intelligence is a genetic thing--that human beings learn or have instinc-

tually a certain vocabulary of behavior intelligence,. They would s'y, for ex-

ample, that apes have facial expressions, When you see pictures of them, they

show their teeth and they make faces, and those faces communicate. So psycho-

logists who believe that there are pan-cultural expressions of behavioral in-

formation quote this kind of information and conclude that all people understand

certain common behavioral expressions,

A study addressing the pan-cultural issue was done about four years ago

by Ekmann, Sorenson, and Friesen (1969), using five different populations.

They employed three populations of people in the United States, Brazil, and

Japan which they called "literate" cultures, They also utilized two additional

cultures--one in New Guinea and one in Borneo that they called "pre-literate"

cultures. They developed a test for the recognition of behavioral expressions

by using seven different expressions--expressions such as happiness, surprise,

fear, anger, disgust, contempt, and sadness (the kinds of emotional responses

that perhaps you associate with Schlosberg who studied dimensions of emotional

expressions). They chose faces that were uniquely and only expressive of those

behaviors and presented the pictures to hundreds of people in each of the cultures.
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What they found was that the literate cultures scored very very highly

regardless of whether they were in the United States or Brazil or Japan--all

scores were high, In the pre-literate cultures the scores were still high-

not quite as high, but nonetheless high. So what Ekmann and his colleagues

concluded was that the comprehension of emotional express]on is pan-cultural,

that is, it is genetically determined and inherited from the stock of the

human race. It therefore is the universal language.

My contention is that their conclusion was a bit unwarranted, I suspect

that the basic emotions--rage, happiness, sadness--are indeed pan-cultural,

but those are not always the most important behavioral information that peo-

ple communicate. They are basic, but not always important- My suspicion is

that many of the stimuli that have been used in Los Angeles were culturally

specific, that is,' they are specific to the United States; they're specific

to our culture and they are also specific to our time. If you were to use

the tests in Germany and found, for example, that the items did not work well,

that you did not get reliable inter - correlations among the items, or that the

scores did not exhibit a good distribUtion, that perhaps shouldn't be too sur-

prising. One could simply state that the behaviors used in the U.S, are not

common to the German people. I think, however, that such is not the case.

The behaviors we have used are in many ways common to German people too, Not

all of them, but many of theme

Tests Utilizing_ Other Media

In our attempts to measure social intelligence we also tried to use other

kinds of tests. Another type of test that we employed yielded some very inter-

esting results in.a study in which we were concerned with behavioral divergent

production (to refresh your memory, divergent production is not perceiving or

recognizing, but producing creatively). If we follow Guilford's model of
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intelligence, then there must be behavioral creativity. If I were to give you

a behavior to communicate to me, you could do it in many different ways. We

would call that behavioral creativity. Presumably great actors and actresses

have much of this, and I suspect that successful salesmen have a great deal

of it too, because they have to communicate to you to find out what it is you

want from them and then try to convince you that what they have is what you

want. That must take behavioral creativity.

We developed a series of tests for behavioral creativity that did not

use paper and pencil, answer sheets, or writing. In two of the tests, people

photographed themselves in response ) a given situation. In one instance

the situation was, "Your doorbell rings, you open the door, and in front of

you stands a friend you haven't seen in years" You say, "My goodness."

How would you look when you said "My goodness"? You might make many differ-

ent faces. You might say "My goodness! (how good to see you)" or "My goodness!

(you again?)" There are many different ways of showing surprise that your

friend is at the door,

We had two tests similar to that, though they were somewhat different

from each other. We also had two tests that were tape recorded. The examinee

in this case sat before a tape recorder and verbalized his response. We might

give the examinee this situation: "You are at a circus with a friend; you

look up at the top of the tent and you say 'Look what's happening,'" The ex-

aminee then tape records "Look what's happening," in many different ways,

each one communicating a different kind of behavior. It is obvious that one

could say "Look what's happening" with interest, with humor, or with terror

(perhaps someone was falling from the tent or perhaps the tent was falling down).

One could say it many different ways.

Four types of performance tests were developed (photographed and tape re-

corded) and administered to a sample of thirty people along with the paper-
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and-pencil tests of behavioral creativity. We presumed that the responses

to those tests would exemplify divergent-production-of-behavioral-units

(DBU) or perhaps classes (NBC). We therefore included tests of DBU in

the paper-and-pencil battery. We factor analyzed the correlations among

the eight variables and got three factors--a paper-and-pencil factor, a vo-

cal factor, and a facial factor. That is not what we hypothesized. We

had thought that our paper-and-pencil tests would be general indicators of

social creativity and would reflect all kinds of behavioral intelligence,

but that was not the case.

Once again the problem arises that, if we are concerned with how well

the test of behavioral intelligence relates to how people behave, we are

concerned with two possible contaminating influences. The first, of course,

is affect. If, for example, I were to correlate scores from a test on

social intelligence with video-tape observations of how we behave in a class-

room, or how you interact with a client who has come for therapy, or how you

interact with your mother or with your children, there is affect involved.

Much of what we do is not "intelligent" at all; it is emotional (and many

times we regret what we do because we do it in emotion) So the test of

social intelligence may not correlate with actual behavior because of the

emotional component..

But even if we could partial out that emotional component through some

statistical manipulation, we still might not get high correlation between

test scores and behaviors. The reason would be the same reason that underlay

the findings of the study I related to you Professor Guilford presumed that

the reason the various types of tests did not emerge as one factor was because

of what he called "executive functions" (Guilford, 1972). Thai is, what you

can do is not always what you know how to do. Some people cannot raise their
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voices, they simply do not have very expressive voices. Some people don't have

very expressive faces, I understand from talking with my colleagues here (in

Germany) that Americans are good at making many different kinds of faces and we

tend to make many of them, perhaps appearing a bit funny at times. While we do

make many faces, some people may not be able to So Guilforu hypothesized that

not only does one have to know what to do, but one also has to be able to du it.

One has to get the muscles of the face working or the larynx of the throat to

work correctly, in order to communicate different behavioral states,

The Aptitudes Research ProjeC: Test-. of Social Intelligence

Very briefly, I should mention that we have completed three factor analyses

using the tests I've just described with large ,,upies, The first was the study

by O'Sullivan, Guilford, and DeMille (1965) wherein six factors of social cogni-

tion were found, Those cognition tests were the tests with which you are pro-

bably familiar. We demonstrated six factors that we interpreted to support

Guilford's model and to say that Guilford's model is a permissible model. It

does explain things and we can support it with data to a large degree. Our pri-

mary concerns with that first study were to demonstrate that the behavioral abi-

lities were not merely verbal abilities. Therefore, for each behavioral ability

that we demonstrated, we attempted to demonstrate the parallel verbal ability.

We demonstrated the existence of each one of the six behavioral factors and

that they were distinct from their parallel semantic factors.

We replicated this study where once again the six social intelligence

factors were demonstrated (Tenopyr, Guilford, Hoepfner, 1966), this time

not against the verbal factors but against a different set of factors. We

were successful at demonstrating the separateness of the social intelligence

factors from their parallel symbolic factors, but that did not come as a

surprise to us. Anyone who has done a factor analysis using symbolic factors

13



(involving tests with numbers aid letters) knows that those factors will emerge

clearly. The symbolic factors shored no confusion with behavioral factors,.

In the third major study (Hendricks, Guilford, & Hoepfner, 1969), we

were not concerned so much with the behavioral cognition factors, but were

concerned with divergent-production factors, We developed a new set of tests,

approximately 25 to 30 different new tests that were for behavioral production.

We had to limit the tests to the paper-and-pencil variety, Therefore, the

examinee was asked to write many responses. We might utilize a picture of

a person with an exaggerated expression and then instruct the examinees to:

"Write all the things this person might be saying to you," One could write

many different things-- perhaps, "I hate you," "I'm going to kill you," or

"Why did you do this to me?" The real problem was in scoring the tests, be-

cause we had to determine if the response really was a behavioral response

and if each response was behaviorally different from each other response.

Responses such as "I hate you and "I will kill you" are really not behavioral-

ly different; they are anger directed at the person. So we would not score

both of those responses, we couJd score only one

There were many tests like that, wherein examinees wrote responses to

pictures, cartoons, verbally described situations, and tape recorded messages.

Six factors were demonstrated for the six divergent-production factors. We

successfully separated each divergent-2roduction factor from its parallel be-

havioral-cognition factor and also frr..m its parallel semantic-divergent-pro-

duction factor,

Studies of Construct, Validity

Now we should look at what has happened so far with the tests for the

behavioral factors, How have people used them? Have they proved productive

in the research that has been done in the United States? I might say that
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not too many studies have been done- Many of Guilford's ideas I think

are perhaps more popular in places other than America. They do not always

meet with a great deal of approval among Guilford's American colleagues.

In a study by Tenopyr (1967) using the behavioral-cognition tests,

she predicted English grades and history grades among high school students

and the:r scores on a standardized achievement test. She found correlations

ranging between .15 to .30, not very high correlations. But more important

than the low level of the correlations was the fact that when she then added

standard academic achievement predictors to those tests and predicted grades,

using miltiple regression to find out whether or not social intelligence

tests would add to the multiple prediction, she found that they did not.

When achievement tests are included, they completely dominatc th:.t prediction

picture. One could reasonably conclude that, if you wish to predict academic

grades in high school, don't use behavioral-intelligence tests. But I don't

think that I would need to give you that advice. It makes good sense, I be-

lieve, that you would not use those kinds of tests as academic predictors.

In another type of validation study (Hoepfner f, O'Sullivan, 1968), we

again looked at the relationship between verbal IQ (Henmon-Nelson) and tests

of behavioral cognition. We looked not so much at the correlation but at the

scatter plots of the scores underlying the correlations. We were interested

in how the scores on both types of measures were distributed. What we found

Was that high-IQ people tended to get high social-intelligence scores; low-IQ

people tended to get either lc or high social-intelligence scores, What can

we conclude from this finding which held true in many cases?

I think there are two important conclusions that can be made. First,

people with high verbal intelligence don't need behavioral intelligence to

perform well on our tests. They can work our tests verbally. If they are
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smart enough verbally, they can out-smart the test constructors and answer

correctly because we have not developed good enough controls in our tests to

force the examinee to work in one (behavioral) and only one way. As I have

stated, we use stereotypes in the tests. A person taking the test can say

"This person is angry," "This person is morose," "This person is defiant,"

"This person is loving." The words "defiant":and "angry" are close in ver-

bal meaning, so he chooses them as similar.. What he has chosen is words,

not behavior. So we see that the tests are susceptible to high scores simply

on a verbal level if one has high enough verbal intelligence, Second, how-

ever, and probably more important, is--57e7fatf that individuals with lower

intelligence (and some subjects in our sample had IQs in the 80s) sometimes

still achieved very high behavioral scores, The important conclusion to

deduce from this finding was that it is not necessary to have high verbal in-

telligence to do well in social skills- It is not difficult to think of

people who get along very well with others, who manipulate other people, yet

who are not very smart verbally. One doesn't think of them as being intelli-

gent, but they do understand and manipulate people. They get by very well in

the world providing they don't have verbal or numerical problems to solve.

IV:: might go further and say that it would be very wise to find out who those

people are and to use theme For example, teachers who have very high IQs are

probably not as effective as teachers with lower IQs for children of 3, 4, or

5 years of age, They cannot go down to the level of the children to interact

with them. The good teacher would be the kind who will understand the child-

ren and whom the children will like, She will nurture in them good feelings

for learning, She can't really teach them a great deal, but then we don't

formally teach children very much at age 3 or age 4.

We have also done some studies relating social intelligence to certain

demographic variables. O'Sullivan (1965) included in her factor analysis a
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common index of socio-economic status and found a small but significant rela-

tionship that the higher the socio-economic status, the higher the behavioral

cognition. One can hypothesize that what underlies that finding is that child-

ren with higher socio-economic status have more experience with many different

people. They travel more; they meet more people; more people come to their

homes. They just have much more behavioral experience and therefore they do

much better on behavioral tests Another hypothesis would relate socio-econo-

mic status to verbal IQ, and then view verbal IQ as a mediator in performance

on the social intelligence tests- Alternatively one might hypothesize that

the stereotypic situations selected for the test items are more common to the

higher socio-economic students, and that it is the tests that are biased-

Another study did not use one of Guilford's tests, but used a different

test developed along the same lines. The new test of social intelligence

(Heussenstanun & Hoepfner, 1970) controlled for a number of things. The test

had an equal number of items for each sex, that is, boy items, girl items,

man items, woman items; and for two different ages, young children and adults;

and also for the four major racial groups in the United States which we would

call Caucasian, Negro, Mexican-American, and Oriental. The test items repre-

sented the four racial groups, two age groups, and the two sex groups, for a

total of 16 different types of items that were counterbalanced in the test

and then administered to approximately 200 people in each category. That is,

200 young, oriental girls, aged 7-13, were administered the test; 200 adult,

Negro men, were administered the test; and likewise in the same manner for

each of the 16 groups, 200 people in each group. Examinees were carefully

selected who were approximately in the middle socio-economic status for their

group. A number of very complicated hypotheses were generated Among others,

it was hypothesized that each group would score highest on its own items and
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maybe also with items of the opposite sex (it was felt that while it's very

important to know what people of your own sex are communicating to you, it's

probably far more important to know what the other sex is communicating to

you, at least if you want to have a happy "adjusted" life). While there were

many such hypotheses, not one of them was con-finned id only that
/ '-

adults scored higher than childron, on the adult's test and the children's

test, and that thole was no systematic variation for total score or for

individual item- race scores.

In a third study looking at demographic characteristics, Shanley, Walker,

and Foley (1971) administered a number of the behavioral-cognition tests to

children of ages 12, 15, and 18 years to determine whether there was develop-

ment over those three age levels. They found very significant development

using the Guilford tests, which utilize primarily adult stimuli. They found

score increases from 12 to 15 to 18 just as one would expect with- an academic

achievement test, According to the authors, the finding indicates that behav-

ioral intelligence has a developmental sequence just like other aspects of in-

telligence. From that we may imply, of course, that much of what we know and

much of what we talk about as behavioral intelligence is learned.

SLuclies of Predictive Validity

In a study investigating the prediction of academic achievement, Allen

(unpublished) correlated the behavioral-cognition tests with grades at a

junior college, He found once again correlations of about -SO, which were

very high correlations, with achievement in various course grades. But once

again he did what Tenopyr had done. He used those tests in a multiple regres-

sion of the grades along with verbal tests and he found the same thing that

Tenopyr found--that verbal tests contribute all the predictive variance in a

multiple-regression sense. Of course, that's not a surprise because the
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criterion that is being predicted is not behavioral, You do not get good

grades in junior college primarily by being socially intelligent, You

get good grades primarily by being verbally or numerically intelligent.

There are exceptions of some people who know how to manipulate their pro-

fessors by being very very socially intelligent.

The last subject I would like to discuss is the use of the behavioral-

cognition tests for predicting not academic achievement but vocational suc-

cess. Three studies are relevant here. In the personnel department of IBM

(Gershon, unpublished), there is the problem of selecting managers for

various computer-related activities. It seems reasonable that the behavioral

intelligence tests should be predictive of how well a manager can deal with

people and how well he can handle the complex interpersonal relationships with

which he must work, On this assumption the tests were used to predict the em-

ployment success of managers. The success of the managers was measured pri-

marily by supervisor ratings and by length of time on the job.

In a very similar study, the same set of tests were used with probation

officers. When a criminal is released from jail, he usually must report to

someone once a week or once a month to show that he is behaving and that he

is a better person. Of course if he's behaviorally intelligent he knows how

to give the probation officer what the probation officer wants to hear.

O'Sullivan (unpublished) used the behavioral-cognition tests to study the

success of probation officers, success being measured by their supervisor's

ratings, In both the Gershon study with IBM managers and the O'Sullivan

study with probation officers, there is a great deal of logic in using the be-

havioral-cognition tests, Because the type of work that those people do is

largely behavioral, the tests should correlate with success criteria, and they

did, The correlations sometimes went as high as .60, and very few of them were
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less than ,40. But along with the good news came some bad news When verbal

tests were added to the multiple regress vin ecluati ons , the same thing happened

as happened before. the verbal tests took ail the predictive variance and the

behavioral tests made no significant contribution While it was disappointing

to learn those results, we can see why they occurred- The reason, if 1 may he

allowed to give you my hypothesis, is due to the nature of tL tests As you

may recall, the tests are not situationspecific; a probation officer's

chores are very situational and so is a manager's chores, so that it may have

been unfair to use these very situationally generalized tests as predictors,

Perhaps a more specific, situational test should have been developed,

In the case of the probation officer, who deals with people who don't behave

well according to society's standards, the test should perhaps be composed of

items written with that kind of situation in the background: Is the person

lying to you, is he cheating on you, is he telling you the truth? In other

words, instead of being situation free (but stereotypically specific) as many

of these tests are, the tests might better have been situation specificc.

In the most recent study of a vocational prediction, O'Sullivan (unpub-

lished) used the social intelligence tests to predict the success of nurses,

it was quite logically hypothesized that much of what nurses do must has a

social-intelligence component- That is, not only do nurses have to take

temperatures and give medicine, but they also must reassure the patients,

help them to get well, create a better climate for them psychologically,

Therefore, it follows that they should be socially intelligent to be success-

ful. When the success criterion was the ratings of both supervisor and peers,

there were no meaningful correlations at all between tests and criteria. The

correlations were approximately zero, but the hypothesized reason for the

finding was that in the hospital in which the study was performed the hierar-

chical structure in the nursing staff was very strong, The head nurse was
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right; even when she was wrong, she was right, The hierarchy was so strong

thct every nurse rated the nurse above her as being good and every nurse

rated the nurse below her as beihg bad; so, of course, whether the tests

worked or not really is unknown. The criterion didn't work, and we had no

way of telling how useful the tests might be.

In summary, it was my intent to present to you the rationale underlying

the tests of social intelligence and to expose some of the problems inherent

in those tests, These problems may well explain the reluctance of many

psychologists to utilize the tests in practical and research situations. It

is hoped, however, that the modest beginnings will lead to improvements in

the test instruments and subsequently to the increased utilization of assess-

ment of one of our important human assets, social intelligence.
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Factors of Behavioral Intelligence

CB i.1 - Cognition of Behavioral Units

The ability to understand the facial and postural
expressions of other people.

Expressions CBUO1A. Which alternative expresses the same thought, feeling, or intention as the given?

1 2 3 4
Answer: 4. Score: number of items right plus one-fourth of the number omitted.
Parts: 2; items per part: 18/18, 14/18; working time: 10 minutes.

Faces CBUO2A . Which man's face expresses the same feeling or intention. as the woman's?

aloo

rot

1

MI

410

3 4

Answer: 4. Score: number of items right plus one-fourth of the number omitted.
Partsi- 2; items per part: 11/15, 14/15 working time; 8 minutes.

Stick Figure EN. press ions - A. Clines!. :WO of three stic1,-figuros :1; r,cpres.s same for ling:or Mien-tion givon (left) figure.

S. t171!: t ,

Answer; C.

Score: Neellicr of right resperasiss
one-half number wrong.

Parts: 2.;: limits per part: 15/18,
working 1 : IC minutes.

0.=e1Ovsy..-nuraew...r.-.......m'

A 8

CBC - Cognition of Bshavioi'al Classes
The ability to of behavioral informal -ion
in clifferznt exp74:3si.c...1 modes.

Expression Grouping CBCC.14A. ex.pressicut belongs %Oa; the given group of expressions?

i
..

Answer: 1. Score: net_ her of items right plus one-fourth of the number omitted.
Parts: 2; items per part: 1:./15, 14/ 15: working time: 10 minutes.



Picture Exclusion CBCO5A Which photographed expression does not belong with the other three?

iz

II
Answer: 3. Score: number. of items right plus ono-fourth of the number omitted,
Parts: 2, items per part; 10/15; 11/15: working time: 10 minutes.

CBR - Cognition of Behavioral Relations

The ability to understand diadic interactions between
other people.

Silhouette Relations
Touette

CBRO5A . Which photograph expresses the individual's feeling or intention in the sil-
In part one of the tee :, the alternative pictures are of men. In part two, they are of women.

74

1 2

Answer: 1. Score: number of items right plus one-third of the number omitted.
Parts: 2; items per part: 11/15, 12/ 15; working time: 10 minutes.

Social Relations CBRO2A . Which statement expresses the feeling of the face indicated by the arrow, taking,
ETESaccount the relationship between the faces?

1) I didn't like that movie very much.

I) What a bore

Who does he think he is,. anyway?

Answer: 3. Score: number of items riut:t 1,. one-third of the number omitted.
Parts: 3; items per part: 5/7, 7/7, 7/7; ..rvorking time: 6 minutes.



CBS -. Cognition of Behavioral Systems

The ability to understand c.omplux interactions among
several other people.

Pic:tures G13SO4A. Which alternative completes the story, making sense of the thoughts and feelings of
Trip actor4

Missing Cartoons CBSO1A.
Te73ings of the cnaracters?

'NA-a

4.7.7xeti?

Answer: 3.
Score: number of items right plus
one-third of the number omitted.
Parts: a; items per part: 11/14,
10/14; working time: 16 minutes.

Which alternative comvletes the cartoon strip, making sense of the thoughts and

Q:9

Answt_r: t. Score: number -of itcins right plus one -fourth of the number omitted.
Parts: iz6trisper part: 14; time: 16 minutes..



CBT - Cognition of Behavioral Transformations

The ability to redefine behavioral information.

Picture Exchan CBTO.IA Which alternative, when substituted for the picture Indicated by the arrow, will
ThangT the of the story ?

J

Answer: o. r. numbor of items ri, nF ulas one-third of the number omitted.
Parts; 2: items per part: 9/12; 9/12; :g time: 16 minutes.

Social Translation:, Cl'iTO/A. fletv.Ten v.hich alternative pair will the given statement have a different intention
,:zedning?

rtEll to

i don't thin?: s.. "

11 teacher to student
21 stitdent to teacher
3) student to student

Answer: 2. `sore: norn'.;er of items ,-i{ht ;3! is one-third of the number omitted.
Parts. 2; items per part 1 ' / 12. 12/ Lire, time: $ minutes'.

CBI - The ability to predict what other people will do in
given behavioral situations.

Cartoon Predictiore, CB1:-;;;. V.hich ,i1;;,:-e):i.e situation can be predii red from the given one?

I. ',core: number of iton:, ro.ht pius one-third o the another omitted.
Parts: 2; items r part: 15/ ; 1d/1-,; working time: $ minutes.

4
1



Factors of Social Creativity and their Tests

DBU - Divergent Production of Behavioral Units

The ability to create rapidly and fluently many responses
that fit certain behavioral specifications.

Alternate Picture Meanings - DI11.102A. Write many different things that a person might say if he felt as the person
in a given picture does,
Sample Item:

Score: Minroor of feelings or thoughts
judged to he beha% iorally distinct.

Parts: 4; items per part: 2;
time: 1.2 rninutes.

1. :122- 11.41,2 22:12si'

2.

3 .1.21 h`
4. ( 'Ltf
5. .4.21

E.t.re.fsine, Mi.sed Emotions - S..'t ;,atcy rent things that a ptrsn might sa,.. '0,11on hr is ft.cling both
of two given emwiens.

both JEA 1.011S and DISAPP311: f

: :`,11:1,bt.r.)11)..haliiralh,- ditler-
I- (La/ 4.14).; .e/ elf '.2-1_..2.?'7Z.It..Q_Z-za_.Litr.111-1,..r_ 1,111 rtspunst.s indicating I hat bifilit..mr)-

e . t\ 111./.1131C.(1.

.4a't ? 1f2ej...;9'
1

r past: 2; yourKing
: minnhs.

Alternate Social Meanings - Dlif/01A. given an action of a person, write many different interpretations, each
showing how the person might thlni. or feet.

Sample Dern: If one person winks al, another, ..0-tai could he (:,ho)!;- thinking or feeling?

21. /$-C,AL4'
/

3. ifiz/u1-e-n) 1

( /
4.

5. ftli.)-e.c./ ',Ad/ .

6. 12..A.C.2(/.."...-695/2_,w,, .2L9.-

7. dye 4.f.e/te

Score: 'iqumbvr .4.ftit:Ins fee!ing, .itIdgt.c1 lu be bvhavior:aliv different.
Parts: 4; items 1: soriing tint,.: :i minutes,



DBC - Divergent Production of Behavioral Classes

The ability to classify and reclassify behavioral information
into different categories of behavioral meaning.

Alternate Expressional Cr .otips - Group given e...1:ressions in mare, different ways so that cacti group of
at least 3 i.eas. pc.t ,tros +:I'rrossc s Et till- ft, rt.111 thought, fociine, attlitido, (tit intent tun,

Sompkt item:

k 11 4 te
1-q.

,... ,

c;t/l. / ,
AI-

4i
Ch.1.11,p I ±1,3.

Sample Item:

Scor,; Number of appropriate grflups
thztl are judged to be li.ehlivior-

aliy difteront.

.); items per part.; 1; working
till:, -; (.1 minutes,

- corom-n ,,,t..ttly 'rerent sots according to the thoughts,

I. get wit oI 111.1.t.
t you I nr,r.

I, I k ..,ott do
listen I,. n,c

I.,. I tsh.-tt tim,.

3

411

Score: ;..umber of appropriate groups of three or more
moms that inWcate dui, ritiit behavioral classes.

Parts : .1: i; working time: 8 minutes.

DB11. - Divergent Production of Behavioral Relations

The ability to create many behaviorally meaningful relationships
among people who asarse pictured or described, the relationships
being a.-propriate to th,F expressions or situations of the people.

Alternative Facial Relations - DI1R0IA. Given photographs of different facial expressions and a comment, chonse
many different pairs of faces such that the first face chosen in each pair is making the comment to the socond one
Sample Item:
Cornm,nt: "'Xait, that's not what

vimraranwannscommtmbhcpaamal, WM-

Ilvlatirm I:

Score: Number of appro.-
Priate pairs judged In be
behaviorally different.

Parts: 3; items per part:
3; working tirne: 9 min-
utes.

lkolation and Itnlatiun 3: and_
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Multiple TxpreSfilion Changes - DI3TO2A. Choose many different sequences of C ti I hot show how a person might
feel at different points of a given story, so that each sequence indicates a different sot of feelings.
Sample Item:

A roan trips a lady who is walking, by,
She falls, and the man then apologi-Aes to her.
The lady then hocomes angry.

Scare: Nurnher of appropriate se
qu,:nc, a that urn judged behavior-
ally different

Parts: 4; items per part:
ing time: minutes.

-

rl 4_4j

F

...--'

- ,J 1,. .
,,,,I,

V,

.<% i 4 k i . 4.6. ;

\ H
\\t /

' c
i

/-
.:)..e.,:\N ,

''''. 1, 7 ,
(,,,,j, t.,,,;:

ZILj )'C /, rr'r 0

,--
,

Show how the man might feel as he trips the lady:

Show how the man to:cht feel as he ape IDO zes her

Sh,,w how the man might feel after the lady becomes angry:

A
C.

V.ir:cd Li:motional Relatiort - MIRO V' -nm many pictures of individ la's, choose many different sets of two pic-
tut es, ',rich ti et allowing a ca,.-,- effect relati.nty,
Satrlp:. 11(.111:

A

....

el...-. \ ,,,,

1 10'-'I''

r-z-,

,

'' i

' I
f(1;

i;t: ion 1, and Relation 2.. and Rolotinn 3. and

Score: Nurrio,r of pairs shutting oliat.torall different relationships.
Paris: 2: items ;a t par: working time: 4 -intites.

DES - Divrgcrit Production of Behavioral Systems
The ability to produce fluently appropriate complex behavioral
interrelationships among several people who are pictured
or described as interactors,

Writing Behavioral Stories - 1-)1;Su C.th%,n a photograph rif three porylt, in t social situation, write many differ-
ent stories de:40r thing how the people feel, an .1 what i hoy are thinking, and why.

Sample horn:

Reitei
It; . 6'did:ties

,;?,

AnPi'L. a 7 ,./Le
e,

-;core: Number of behaviorally different stories interrelating the feelings
core attitudes of the three people,

Parts: .1; items per part: 1; working time: 12. minutes.

Sex. Females wore assigned a value of U; males a value of 1.



DBT - Divergent Production of Behavioral Transformations

The ability to reinterpret flexibly social situations in
different behavioral meanings.

Multiple Cartoon Fill-Ins - DBS02.A. Given the first and last frames of a cartoon strip, write what might have hap-
pened between them so that the explanation involves the feelings, thoughts. and intent inns of Ihe cartoon characters,
Sample Item:

1. .t).1,10.411.Lp.4.40 42ettbl. hid 1617A:ai et.

2 114. 1-;12-1.4.14tf. ikft flab. 41/('

Score: Number oehaiorall different responses that inlerrelate t he characters and account for the behavior in both
the first and last ira.rnes.
Paris: 3 {Note: only part* 1, Ifi, IV were 11E. d); items per part: I; working time: 9 minutes.

DBI - cent Production of Behavioral Implications
The ability to anticipate many different consequences or
interpretations of interpersonal events.

fivhaiorai El obtr.is' ion - D pp, IA.
second ,ors..r. rhight ;eel react.

Score: Number of beltaiov;t t'es;ionse:i
that are expectable from ill, t..t" si'uotion. s;:r. C14-61.2 _____

Given en r,cti,tn of one person, write many cliffurent responses to show how a

IF PERSON A WINKS Al PERSON 5, WHAT WILL B DO?
Sample Item:

1. tt"1

Parts: 1; items per part: 1: ''.or'sing
12 minutes.

3 (1_

6 _sue/ (2eIt .1 a.&"( I A

Multiple Social Problems - DBI03A. Giver. two members of a typical family, write many different personal prob-
blems that they might have with each et.her. T.e problems should involve the feelings, thoughts, and attitudes of the
two given people.

Sample Item: Score: Number of interpersonal prob-
What personal problems can the 'BROTHER o:,ci have with each other 7 blems judged to be behaviorally differ-

,/ ent.

Z. 464,1h22-
3' ti&dt-ChLlidtIfikidOlAd.L.AV:41214.

Parts; 4; items per part: 1; working
time: 8 minutes.
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